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Expanding the Kunsthaus Zug
without Putt ing on Weight

THE CITY AS A SOCIAL MUSEUM

M A T T H I A S  H A L D E M A N N

The acceleration of forgetting simply

increases the need for permanence.

Even museums have to remind the

spoiled masses that they exist by orga-

nizing a steady stream of events. The

need for permanence swells their

crowded archives; apparently only

those sufficiently fattened can fend off

collective amnesia. Who wants to

remember the past in the intoxication

of the present? The site of history must

not be permitted to age. The museum

and “show time” are an odd couple that

fuel the illusion of eternity. An exam-

ple par excellence is the Guggenheim

Museum at the Venetian Resort Hotel

Casino in Las Vegas, where shoppers

can enjoy a respite by stopping in at 

the museum to gaze in awe at genuine

treasures from the Kremlin. Museums

have always been instruments of power.

The first director of the Louvre, Do-

minique-Vivant Denon, occasionally

directed Napoleon’s troops to augment

his collection. The conquered world is

confined to the museum. And the

museum mentality has successfully

hijacked all else that has not yet fallen

victim to the march of civilization, as

illustrated by nature parks, zoos, mon-

uments, old Townes, or reservations

for threatened ethnicities. 

And how has the small Kunsthaus

Zug, opened in 1990 in the peripheral

city of Zug, Switzerland, managed to

make a mark? In the shadow of our big

brothers in Zurich and Lucerne, it has

been our privilege—as a private institu-

tion with a committed board of direc-

tors—to question the role of the muse-

um within the rigid operating system 

of art. Is it possible to counteract the

hectic, superficial nature of short-lived

exhibitions and encourage the delights

of deceleration and depth, or to collect

contemporary art without merely

amassing objects that will soon be for-

gotten when the zeitgeist changes? Can

the museum bear witness to time by

preserving a common history for itself

and its public? 

Instead of espousing the myth of

the museum as a neutral venue of pure

being, we decided to collect transience.

Our “Projekt Sammlung” (Project Col-

lection) launched in 1996, is devoted

to long-term collaboration with im

portant and diverse artists, who come

to Zug once a year to execute new 

works or pursue works in progress. The

resulting fusion of collecting and

exhibiting produces fruitful synergies.

The expanded concept of “collecting”

focuses less on the acquisition of con-

crete works of art and more on process,

reference to place and continuity, 

content and experience, and in-depth

contact with the public. This exceptio-

nally open framework appeals to artists;

with the museum as their active part-

ner, they accept and enjoy a greater

responsibility within the public sphere.

Expansion at the Kunsthaus Zug is

not only conceptual but also physical;
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the museum does not remain within its

own four walls waiting for visitors to

come. It is equally active in public

space; for years it has fostered projects

that bridge the gap between inside and

outside. This means expanding, not

escaping—which would be futile, in

any case, since reality itself has ac-

quired the traits of a museum.

As the second stage of his project

for Zug, Olafur Eliasson has rerouted

part of a nearby stream, the Burgbach,

through the museum via a wooden

trough, approximately six-hundred

and fifty feet long. The trough has to

cross a park, circumvent the old city

wall, and bridge a street. The idea, sim-

ple as it appears, is of an intriguing

complexity: the channel unites nature,

city, and museum; it appeals to young

and old, to art lovers and the public-at-

large; it encourages play and sharpens

awareness of one’s own perception;

and, finally, it refers to the ancient tra-

dition of artificial gullies in the Alps

and evokes memories of the mills that

once drew their energy from the Burg-

bach. Eliasson’s elaborate installation

disregards the code of the secure muse-

um and literally sets it in flow. We smell

the humidity, we hear the water, we can

dip our fingers into it, we can see

autumn leaves or bits of ice floating

by—and we think about transience. Art

no longer represents nature in the

museum; it has moved nature into the

museum. Eliasson investigates how

nature relates to culture and makes

time tangible: The Museum Laborato-

ry of Perception.

When we embarked on our “Projekt

Sammlung” with Tadashi Kawamata

and Richard Tuttle in 1996, we had no

idea where the journey with them

would take us. The Kunsthaus Zug gave

these two established artists access to

uncharted territory and they were hap-

py to return several times from Tokyo

and New Mexico. Richard Tuttle con-

centrated on the museum itself,

responding to the architectural givens

of different sections of the museum

over a period of four years. The out-

come is a startling group of works titled

Replace the Abstract Picture Plane. Kawa-

mata moved out into the city, with

plans for building a long wooden pas-

sage that would link the city and the

museum and offer new vantage points

in looking at the old and familiar. The

Kunsthaus became his public workshop

for planning and building models, as

well as a platform for communication.

He was aware that his ambitious 

undertaking had little chance of being

implemented since it was dependent

on official approval and public accep-

tance. But Kawamata was persuasive.

His ideas were carried out in phases

and, unexpectedly, others showed a

concrete interest in his project. He was

commissioned to design art for the new

public beach on the Lake of Zug and

for a schoolhouse in the neighboring

community of Baar. 

Can one use relentlessly aging wood as

a building material? Kawamata’s prag-

matic approach to transience provoked

extensive public debate. Paradoxically,

his voluminous projects are unforget-

table precisely because they are 

transient. Since they need constant

maintenance, one wonders if it is really

worth preserving his basically super-

fluous walkways, benches, barriers, and

huts. If not, just tear them down, we

are told from the other side of the

globe. The functional structures, not

readily identifiable as meta-art, are

very popular. No one has called for

their demolition, nor have they been

damaged in any way. As markers, they

lay an almost mile-long trail between

museum and city, between art and life. 

Kawamata’s Work in Progress in Zug

found many accomplices, sponsors,

and helpers: craftsmen, students, the

unemployed, city workers, and even

the military. Unforgettable was the

unique joint venture between the

Japanese artist, jobless volunteers, and

two companies of the Swiss army, to

build a quay for the ship refurbished by

the Charitable Society of Zug as a vaca-

tion vessel for schoolchildren!

The evolution of this social sculp-

ture united the museum and the public

by fostering mutual trust and generat-

ing new possibilities. The main train

station in Zug, completed in 2004, is

transformed every evening by James

Turrell’s lighting into a dynamic and

suggestive luminous structure that

makes people stop to look and think.

After four years of negotiation, the SBB

(Swiss rail network), Zug, the Canton
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of Zug, and the sponsors agreed on

permanently placing first-rate, chal-

lenging art in the new center of the

city. Daily, Turrell’s installation aston-

ishes and delights the public at large;

the recipient of many awards, the rail-

road station has become the landmark

of a prospering, cosmopolitan region. 

A curious sight confronts travelers

on the plaza in front of the station. It is

the bottom half of a man’s torso, a

small, delightfully indecent, marble

drinking fountain created by Ilya and

Emilia Kabakov. As part of his project

for Zug, the conceptual artist Pavel

Pepperstein from Moscow invited his

friends to work with him in Zug. For

five years, this ingenious artist covered

the walls of the Kunsthaus with utterly

beguiling improvised art that had to 

be over-painted after every exhibition.

Was there any location that would not

have to be over-painted and could

function as part of the expanded muse-

um collection? We offered the local jail

a special gift: Pepperstein would draw

graffiti on the concrete walls inside

and out, provided they be accessible to

the public by appointment. Today, the

jail in Zug has become a hidden Pep-

perstein museum, where the director

of the jail and the director of the muse-

um show visiting groups the demons

and gods that inhabit the gloomy walls.

The educational department of the

Kunst-haus organizes events on site for

schools, in which the inmates can take

part as well. Participants get to know

each other while talking about art and

James Tur rell,  Zug Railway Station / Bahnhof Zug, 2003.

PETER KOGLER, KUNSTHAUS ZUG MOBIL, 2002.

(PHOTO: GUIDO BASELGIA)



ultimately about criminality and im-

prisonment. All of our special activities

involve projects that address different

segments of the population in this way.

With rheinflügel, a group of archi-

tects from Düsseldorf, we came up with

a portable exhibition venue, “Kunst-

haus Zug mobil,” a forty-foot long con-

tainer that has been in use fifteen times

since 2002 with various partners in the

Canton of Zug and also in Basel,

Zürich, and Germany. Set up on town

squares, our “Streetwork Museum”

introduces works from our historical

collection by such artists as Egon

Schiele, Alexej Jawlensky, and Fritz

Wotruba. In addition, we have given

selected artists the opportunity to

transform this white cube into a work

of their own: Peter Kogler placed it out

of town at the edge of the woods where

it looked for all the world as if a space-

ship had made an emergency land-

ing—much to the astonishment of

passersby.

The “Projekt Sammlung” provides a

hub for artist nomads, while “Kunst-

haus Zug mobil” moves the museum

out into the wider world of nomads.

But even in its own premises, the muse-

um—as a network in flux—leads a

nomadic life that breaks down conven-

tions. He once tried to rattle the gates

of power by means of art, says Kawama-

ta, but now he has begun to soften the

structures of power from within. We

have learned from him and have

turned the city into a social museum of

contemporary art, without putting on

weight.

(Translation: Catherine Schelbert) 

MUSEUM IM FLUSS, Eliasson, Kabakov,

Kawamata, Pepperstein, Tuttle 

– 23.7.2006
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